Endothelial cells (ECs) are involved in a variety of cellular responses. As multifunctional components of vascular structures, endothelial (progenitor) cells have been utilized in cellular therapies and are required as an important cellular component of engineered tissue constructs and in vitro disease models. Although primary ECs from different sources are readily isolated and expanded, cell quantity and quality in terms of functionality and karyotype stability is limited. ECs derived from human induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs) represent an alternative and potentially superior cell source, but traditional culture approaches and 2D differentiation protocols hardly allow for production of large cell numbers. Aiming at the production of ECs, we have developed a robust approach for efficient endothelial differentiation of hiPSCs in scalable suspension culture. The established protocol results in relevant numbers of ECs for regenerative approaches and industrial applications that show in vitro proliferation capacity and a high degree of chromosomal stability.
INTRODUCTION
Endothelial cells (ECs) are crucial for vascular homeostasis and interact with circulating cells as well as neighboring cells present in the vessel walls. They are involved in thrombosis and platelet adhesion, immune and inflammatory responses, and the modulation of vascular tone and blood flow (Esper et al., 2006; Michiels, 2003) . Disturbances in endothelial function are connected to a large variety of pathologic processes such as atherosclerosis, congestive heart failure, or pulmonary hypertension (Esper et al., 2006; Sakao et al., 2009) , to name just a few.
Hence, ECs were also used in many in vitro disease models to investigate vascular dysfunction, for instance with regard to diabetes and atherosclerosis progression (Goya et al., 2003) , coronary artery disease (Farcas et al., 2009 ), or to investigate influenza A virus (IAV) infection (Hiyoshi et al., 2015) . ECs from different sources have also been utilized as cellular therapeutics in a multitude of experimental concepts (e.g., Franck et al., 2013; Tang et al., 2011) . Primary ECs were utilized for vascular tissue engineering approaches either to seed human tissueengineered blood vessels (L'Heureux et al., 2006) or for the re-endothelialization of biological vascularized matrix (Andrée et al., 2014) . Moreover, ECs were used to improve hematocompatibility of titanium nanostructures (Mohan et al., 2013) as well as gas-exchange membranes for extracorporal oxygenation (Hess et al., 2010) . EPCs were already applied in a variety of clinical trials for the therapy of pulmonary hypertension or limb ischemia (Chong et al., 2016) . In another approach, endothelialization of acellularized heart valves directly from the blood stream in situ after implantation resulted in fully hematocompatible functional valves with growth potential (Cebotari et al., 2011; Theodoridis et al., 2015) , which underlines the therapeutic potential. ECs and EPCs therefore represent key cell types for the investigation of the pathogenesis of human disease, for drug screening, conduction of safety studies, cellular therapies, or for in vitro engineering of all kinds of vascularized tissue.
As yet, various sources of ECs were utilized for experimental in vitro and in vivo studies, and for therapeutic applications. For in vitro studies on endothelial biology immortalized EC lines with features of aortic, venous, or microvascular phenotype are still frequently used, e.g., for modeling the blood-brain barrier (Cucullo et al., 2008; Daniels et al., 2013) or angiogenesis (Heiss et al., 2015; Shao and Guo, 2004) . Such cell lines have clear advantages, in particular the unlimited potential for proliferation and the straightforward cell culture, but their similarity to primary ECs is limited (Boerma et al., 2006) . Immortalized cell lines are generally not useful for in vivo studies because of their tumorigenic potential. For experimental purposes, neonatal ECs can be isolated from cord blood (human cord blood ECs [hCBECs]) or from umbilical veins (human umbilical vein ECs [hUVECs] ). As neonatal cells, hUVECs show relatively high proliferation capacities and are frequently used experimentally. However, although hUVECs are widely used in transplantation models (e.g., Matrigel plug assays [Kang et al., 2009; Skovseth et al., 2002] ), not in all cases did the cells show the expected functional features (Orlova et al., 2014) . ECs and EPCs from adult individuals, which would be required for autologous cell therapies, can be isolated from different sources including peripheral blood. However, while the commonly used ''early outgrowth'' EPCs are de facto mainly monocytes (Gruh et al., 2006; Rohde et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2006) , the so-called ''late outgrowth'' EPCs, also called endothelial colony-forming cells, represent ECs grown from circulating EPCs or ECs (Bou Khzam et al., 2015; Colombo et al., 2013) . One important limitation of these cells, however, is the donor-dependent substantial variation in isolation efficiency, as well as the very limited expandability (Igreja et al., 2008) , especially in case of elderly donors. Further sources for primary ECs comprise surplus saphena vein fragments from bypass surgery or adipose tissue available from plastic surgery.
For the majority of therapeutic applications, at least 0.3 3 10 9 ECs would be required, as recently estimated based on cell numbers that have been applied in rodent models (Asahara et al., 2011; Corselli et al., 2008) . Although expansion of hUVECs or hCBECs in conventional 2D EC culture is laborious and hardly allows for clinical scale-up, the production of such cell numbers (30 population doublings a passage 5) is in principle possible. However, it is unlikely that the resulting cells could meet the clinical requirements, not least because the high frequencies of chromosomal aberrations that have been observed in primary ECs represent a potential drawback for experimental research and a substantial risk for cellular therapies (Corselli et al., 2008; Johnson et al., 1992; Nichols et al., 1987) . Chromosomal abnormalities are not necessarily connected with impaired cellular function or tumor growth, and can be observed in healthy somatic tissue types such as the liver (Mayshar et al., 2010; Shuga et al., 2010) . On the other hand, 90% of all human solid tumors are aneuploid (Albertson et al., 2003) , and many tumors are associated with chromosomal abnormalities. Thus ECs carrying chromosomal abnormalities may not only show impaired or altered cell function but may also give rise to tumor formation. ECs derived from human pluripotent stem cells (hPSCs), with their unlimited expansion potential, are considered as an alternative cell source for experimental studies, tissue engineering, and, especially, therapeutic approaches (Kim and von Recum, 2008; Reed et al., 2013) . In contrast to the cell sources discussed above, they promise to combine two important features: (1) a theoretically unlimited availability as derivatives of hPSCs and (2) the availability as an autologous cell source for transplantation purposes. Already in 2002 Levenberg et al. (Levenberg et al., 2002) could successfully generate ECs from human embryonic stem cells (hESCs). Since then a variety of differentiation protocols were established to generate ECs from hPSCs mainly applying sequential addition of growth factors such as BMP4 and vascular endothelial growth factor A (VEGFA) in embryoid body-based cultures. These approaches yielded between 2% (Levenberg et al., 2002) and 15% of CD31 pos (Rufaihah et al., 2011) cells. Modulation of the WNT pathway in combination with BMP4 in these cultures resulted in 25% to >40% of CD31 pos cells (Tan et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2008) . More defined differentiation conditions based on monolayer cultures and combined addition of growth factors and small molecules (e.g., WNT activation and cAMP elevating agents) resulted in 20%-81% of CD31 pos cells (Ikuno et al., 2017; Lian et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2016; Orlova et al., 2014; Patsch et al., 2015; Yamamizu and Yamashita, 2011) . Orlova et al. (2014) demonstrated that iPSC-derived ECs performed significantly better in a vascular plexus model in vitro but also in an organotypic transplantation model in vivo in zebrafish compared with the widely used hUVECs. Although substantial progress has already been achieved concerning reproducibility and the utilization of defined and prospectively guanosine monophosphate good manufacturing practice (GMP)-compliant conditions, the robust generation of large numbers of hPSC-derived ECs for industrial applications and cellular therapies is still a major hurdle. Although expansion of undifferentiated hPSCs in controllable, stirred-tank bioreactors (Kropp et al., 2016; Olmer et al., 2012) , and further differentiation toward cardiomyocytes (Kempf et al., 2014) is reality by now, published 2D endothelial differentiation protocols are barely scalable.
Addressing this current limitation, we now demonstrate the efficient and robust generation of ECs from hPSCs in scalable suspension cultures applying a straightforward three-step differentiation protocol. The generated ECs show all typical features of ECs and maintain their functional properties during prolonged culture for at least ten passages. Moreover, a high degree of karyotype stability was observed during culture expansion.
RESULTS

Generation of CD31
pos Cells from hiPSCs in Static (Small-Scale) Suspension Cultures For the differentiation of human induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs) aggregates in suspension culture we adapted a 2D differentiation protocol by Patsch et al. (2015) . Starting from single-cell suspension, hiPSCs were grown as floating aggregates in static six-well suspension cultures ( Figures 1A and 1B) . Differentiation in aggregates toward CD31 pos cells was induced on day 4 by treatment with an activator of WNT signaling (CHIR 99021) and BMP4 for 3 days followed by VEGFA and forskolin treatment for 4 days ( Figure 1A ). Analysis of CD31 expression by flow cytometry on day 7 of differentiation resulted in 27.9% ± 4.2% (hCBiPS2, hHSC1285iPS2, and hHSCSeViPS2; n = 15) of CD31 pos cells ( Figure 1C ). Considering the impact of aggregate size on cardiomyocyte differentiation (Kempf et al., 2014 (Kempf et al., , 2015 , we tested different average aggregate sizes as formed at different time points of pre-culture for induction of differentiation. In contrast to the induction of differentiation on day 4 after seeding of single-cell suspensions with an average aggregate size of 75 mm, induction of differentiation on day 1 after seeding with an average aggregate size of 40 mm resulted in 46.9% ± 3.9% CD31 pos cells (hCBiPS2; n = 3), 43.6% ± 4.5% CD31 pos (hHSC1285iPS2; n = 3), and 47.3% ± 1.4% (hHSCSeViPS2; n = 3) for three independent hiPSC lines, respectively (Figure 1C) . During differentiation culture the aggregates further increased in size reaching a diameter of about 125 mm on day 7 after induction of differentiation ( Figure 1B ). Gene expression analysis via quantitative real-time PCR during differentiation showed downregulation of Figure 1 . EC Differentiation in Small-Scale Static Suspension Cultures hiPSC differentiation toward endothelial cells was performed according to the scheme depicted in (A). Cells were cultured in six-well suspension plates either 4 days or 1 day prior to initiation of differentiation conditions. Cell-only aggregates develop on day 1 and increase in size during differentiation (B). Scale bars, 100 mm. Flow cytometric analysis on day 7 of differentiation showed 27.86% ± 4.1% (combined data from hCBiPS2, hHSC1285iPS2, and hHSCSeViPS2; n = 15 independent experiments; mean ± SEM) CD31 pos cells after 4 days of pre-culture and 46.9% ± 3.9% (hCBiPS2; n = 3 independent experiments; mean ± SEM) CD31 pos cells and 43.5% ± 4.5% (hHSC1285iPS2; n = 3 independent experiments; mean ± SEM), 47.4% ± 1.4% (hHSCSeViPS2; n = 3 independent experiments; mean ± SEM) CD31 pos cells, respectively, for three independent cell lines with one day of pre-culture (C). See also Figure S1A .
the pluripotency-associated markers OCT4 and NANOG accompanied by upregulation of vascular markers such as vascular endothelial growth factor receptor 2 (VEGFR2/ KDR), CD31, and VEcadherin ( Figure S1A ).
Transfer of Differentiation Cultures to Agitated Erlenmeyer Flasks Results in Efficient Generation of CD31
pos Cells
Based on the promising results of the differentiation experiments in static suspension cultures, we aimed to further optimize the protocol by adaptation to scalable differentiation in agitated Erlenmeyer flasks, as shown in Figure 2A . One day after seeding of single-cell suspensions, the differentiation was initiated by treatment with CHIR99021 and BMP4, and resulted in upregulation of KDR from day 3 of differentiation onward, with 65.4% ± 2.6% KDR pos cells on day 6 of differentiation (n = 9; hCBiPSC2, hHSC1285iPS2, and hHSCSeViPS2) ( Figure 2B ). CD31 pos cells emerged from day 3 onward, reaching 61.4% ± 3.0% CD31 pos cells on day 6 of differentiation (n = 6; hCBiPSC2, hHSC1285iPS2, and hHSCSeViPS2) ( Figure 2C ). During repeated experiments and application of different other hiPSC lines our protocol turned out to be very robust, reproducibly resulting in high differentiation efficiencies. Figure 2D shows typical outcomes for hHSC1285iPS2 with 63.7% ± 4.9% (n = 7), for hCBiPSC2 with 64.1% ± 2.1% (n = 7), and for hHSCSeViPS2 with 49.2% ± 3.3% (n = 8) CD31
pos ECs, respectively, on day 7
Figure 2. Scale-Up of EC Differentiation to Agitated Erlenmeyer Flasks hiPSC differentiation toward endothelial cells in agitated Erlenmeyer flasks was performed according to the scheme presented in (A). Flow cytometric analysis showed increase of KDR (B) and CD31 (C) expression from day 3 to 6 onward (n = 6-9 independent experiments, hCBiPS2, hHSC1285iPS2, and hHSCSeViPS2; mean ± SEM). Flow cytometric analysis on day 7 of differentiation revealed for hHSC1285iPS2 63.7% ± 4.9% (n = 7, independent experiments), hCBiPSC2 64.1% ± 2.1% (n = 7, independent experiments), hHSCSeViPS2 49.2% ± 3.3% (n = 8, independent experiments), and CD31 pos ECs (mean ± SEM) (D). Generated CD31 pos cells show co-expression of CD34 (E) and KDR (F) (representative plots for hHSCSeViPS2 staining, red; isotype control, gray). See also Figure S1B . pos hiPSC-derived ECs from 74.1% ± 8.6% to 98.6% ± 0.5% (hCBiPS2; n = 3), 54.7% ± 2.1% to 97.5% ± 0.7% (hHSCSeViPS2; n = 12), and 68.2% ± 4.1% to 97.8% ± 0.7% (hCBiPS2CAGeGFP; n = 9) CD31 pos cells (mean ± SEM) by MACS separation (A). Purified CD31 pos cells showed co-expression of CD144 (VEcadherin) (representative plot for hCBiPS2CAGeGFP; staining, red; isotype control, gray) (B). Comparative gene expression analysis showed significant higher CD31 expression and VEcadherin expression in CD31 pos -sorted hiPSC-ECs compared with the CD31 neg population (hCBiPS2; n = 3 independent experiments; mean ± SEM, *p < 0.05) (C). Immunocytological stainings for endothelial markers showed homogeneous expression of (legend continued on next page) of differentiation. The generated CD31 pos cells showed coexpression of CD34 as well as KDR ( Figures 2E and 2F ). In total up to 1.18 3 10 7 CD31 pos cells could be generated in 20-mL Erlenmeyer flask cultures.
Detailed expression analysis via quantitative real-time PCR showed downregulation of pluripotency-associated markers and increased expression of vascular markers similar to static suspension conditions ( Figure S1B ).
CD31-Based MACS Separation Yields Highly Enriched CD31 Cells Expressing Typical Markers and Functional Properties of ECs
By applying CD31-based magnetic-activated cell sorting (MACS) separation on day 7 of differentiation the proportion of CD31 pos cells could be increased from 74.7% ± 8.6% to 98.3% ± 1.0% (hCBiPS2; n = 3), 53.7% ± 1.2% to 96.2% ± 1.6% (hHSCSeViPS2; n = 12), and 68.3% ± 4.2% to 97.4% ± 0.7% (hCBiPS2CAGeGFP; n = 9) CD31 pos cells, which was highly reproducible ( Figure 3A ). Sorted CD31 pos cells showed strong co-expression of CD144 (VEcadherin) ( Figure 3B ). Quantitative real-time PCR analysis of sorted populations showed significantly increased CD31 mRNA expression and significantly increased VEcadherin expression in CD31 pos hiPSC-ECs compared with the CD31 neg population ( Figure 3C ). The enriched hiPSC-ECs showed typical EC morphology in culture, and the homogeneous expression of VEcadherin, endothelial nitric oxide synthase and von Willebrand factor (vWF) further confirmed the EC phenotype ( Figure 3D ). Additional quantitative real-time PCR analysis showed expression of markers for both arterial (NRP1 and NOTCH1) and venous (NRP2 and EPHB4) ECs, with no significant differences in the expression levels compared with control cells (human coronary artery ECs for arterial markers and hUVECs for venous markers) (Figure 3E) . Immunofluorescence staining showed co-expression of DLL4 (arterial marker) and EPHB4 (venous marker) in hiPSC-EC cultures ( Figure 3F ). The functionality of the MACS-enriched hiPSC-ECs in terms of angiogenic potential was assessed in tube-forming assays, demonstrating that seeding of freshly MACS-sorted CD31 pos cells on Matrigel results in tube formation after 24 hr, although showing less branching compared with hUVECs, which served as positive control ( Figure 4A ). Furthermore, homogeneous uptake of acetylated low-density lipoprotein (Dil-Ac-LDL) could be detected in the hiPSC-EC cultures directly after MACS separation (Figure 4B) . As a further indication for a normal EC phenotype and functionality, we analyzed the response of the purified hiPSC-ECs to viral infections. Since vascular ECs are natural targets of several human viral pathogens, including IAV (Short et al., 2014) , we tested whether MACS-sorted hiPSC-ECs would show expected intracellular responses to infection with an IAV (H1N1) field isolate. Actually, applying an MOI of 1 resulted in significant levels of viral hemagglutinin mRNA detected at 12 hr post infection (pi), followed by a sustained increase until 48 hr pi (Figure 4C ). This was accompanied by increases in mRNA expression for interferon-g (IFN-g), CXCL10, and ISG15, all of which are typically induced in vascular endothelium during IAV infection ( Figure 4D ). Similar data were obtained from an independent experiment featuring half the infectious dose (MOI = 0.5) ( Figures 4C and 4D ). Figure 5A ). Furthermore, expanded hiPSC-ECs (P10) showed homogeneous expression of VEcadherin and vWF, underlining maintenance of the EC phenotype after in vitro expansion ( Figure 5B ). Population doubling time remained almost stable during in vitro passaging ( Figure 5C ), in addition clonal proliferation potential is also preserved during passaging ( Figure S2 ). Based on stable expansion rates ( Figure S3 ), and starting with a total yield of 1.18 3 10 7 hiPSC-ECs from a 20 mL differentiation experiment 5 3 10 9 hiPSC-derived ECs could be generated within 45 days (10 passages).
To explore whether functionality of the iPSC-ECs is maintained during prolonged culture expansion, hiPSCsECs in passage 12 were analyzed in tube-forming assays showing formation of vascular network-like structures ( Figure 5D ). Moreover, late-passage ECs also showed homogeneous uptake of Dil-Ac-LDL, which represents another functional property of ECs ( Figure 5E ).
Remarkably, in contrast to primary ECs, late passage hiPSC-ECs showed a high degree of karyotype stability with only one detected karyotypic abnormality (p11, hCBiPS2-EC) among ten analyzed hiPSC-EC cultures. In accordance with recent studies, all hCBECs and hUVECs VEcadherin, vWF, and endothelial nitric oxide synthase (eNOS) in purified hiPSC-EC cultures (in red; DAPI in blue) (D). Scale bars, 100 mm. Quantitative real-time PCR analysis showed expression of markers for arterial (NRP1 and NOTCH1) as well as venous (NRP2 and EPHB4) ECs (hiPSC2, HSCSeViPS2, and hCBiPS2CAGeGFP; n = 3 each, independent experiments; mean ± SEM) (E). Immunocytological stainings showed co-expression of EPHB4 (venous markers, green) and DLL4 (arterial marker, red) in hiPSC-EC cultures; DAPI in blue; representative pictures for HSCSeViPS2-ECs (F). Scale bars, 100 mm.
under similar culture conditions showed karyotype abnormalities in late passages, and a substantial proportion of karyotype abnormalities was observed even in early passages of primary EC cultures from adult donors as well (Figure 5F , listed in Table 1 ).
To elucidate whether early and late hiPSC-ECs show functional properties in vivo, their capacity to integrate into the zebrafish vascular system was evaluated using a xenograft assay (Haldi et al., 2006; Orlova et al., 2014) . hiPSC-ECs from early (P1, n = 3) or late (P10/P11, n = 3) passages, as well as early (P1/P4/P5) or late (P14) passages of hUVECs as control cells, were injected into the vasculature at the duct of Cuvier of 48 hr post fertilization zebrafish embryos. After transplantation, hiPSC-ECs and hUVECinjected zebrafish developed normally; no edema or abnormalities were observed. hiPSC-ECs and hUVECs were observed within the vascular system throughout all regions of the body. No significant differences in integration rates of early passage hiPSC-ECs (61.9%; n = 83/134 embryos) ( Figures 6A-6D ) and late passage hiPSC-ECs (78.3%; n = 112/143 embryos) could be detected (Figures 6E-6H ). In contrast, only 23.5% (n = 32/136 embryos) of the early (P1/P4/P5) passage and 21.6% (n = 23/106 embryos) of the late (P14) passage hUVECs integrated into the zebrafish vascular system ( Figure 6I ).
Utilization of Fully Controllable Bioreactors Allows for Further Up-Scaling of Differentiation Cultures
To achieve EC numbers which are relevant for therapeutic applications, the established differentiation protocol was transferred to stirred-tank bioreactors with a working volume of 120 mL. As for the smaller Erlenmeyer flasks, cultures were inoculated as single cells. Formed cell aggregates increased in size during differentiation culture ( Figure 7A ). A tube-forming assay demonstrated the angiogenic potential of the hiPSC-ECs comparable with hUVECs (P4 after isolation). Scale bars 100 mm (A). hiPSC-ECs showed uptake of Ac-Dil-LDL after MACS separation (B). Scale bars, 100 mm. Expression analysis showed upregulation of viral hemagglutinin indicating successful infection (C) as well as ISG15, IFN-b, and CXCL10 as cellular response (D) after incubation of the cells with IAV (H1N1) for 2 hr with MOI of 0.5 or 1 (hCBiPS2-EC) (n = 3 independent experiments; mean ± SEM).
Differentiation initiated after 24 hr resulted in robust generation of 56.8% ± 10.5% CD31 pos ECs (hCBiPS2CAGeGFP; n = 3) ( Figure 7B ). CD31 pos cells showed co-expression of KDR as well as VEcadherin (data not shown). Quantitative real-time PCR analysis showed downregulation of pluripotency-associated markers (NANOG and OCT4) and Flow cytometric analysis showed stable expression of CD31 during in vitro passaging for up to 10 passages (n = 3-4 independent experiments; mean ± SEM) (A). Immunocytological stainings for endothelial markers showed homogenous expression of VEcadherin and vWF in hiPSC-EC cultures after ten passages (in red, DAPI in blue; scale bars represent 100 mm) (B). hiPSC-derived ECs showed stable population doubling time during in vitro passaging (n = 3) (C). A tube-forming assay showed angiogenic potential of the generated hiPSC-ECs; scale bars, 100 mm (D). hiPSC-ECs showed unchanged uptake of Ac-Dil-LDL after ten passages of in vitro culture. Scale bars, 100 mm (E). Karyotype analyses at passages 11-13 showed frequent karyotype changes in isolated hUVECs as well as hCBECs with abnormalities detected in 68% and 81% of analyzed metaphases, respectively. hSVECs and hPBECs showed abnormalities in 10% of analyzed samples already after up to six passages. Lower frequencies were detected in hiPSC-EC cultures at passages 4-12 with abnormalities in only one cell sample at passage 11 (2% of the analyzed metaphases) (F). See also Figures S2 and S3 .
upregulation of vascular markers such as KDR, CD31, and VEcadherin ( Figure 7C ). Purified ECs displayed typical EC morphology in culture ( Figure 7D ), showed uptake of Dil-LDL ( Figure 7E ) and formed networks on Matrigel ( Figure 7F ).
The utilized bioreactor system allows for online monitoring of temperature, dissolved oxygen (DO), as well as pH, during culture. While temperature is kept stable DO and pH are decreasing with progressing culture due to metabolic activity and recover with medium exchanges; typical datasets are shown in Figure S4 .
DISCUSSION
Technologies for production of patient-and diseasespecific ECs on a clinical and industrial scale will be a basic requirement for high-throughput drug screening and EC-based cellular therapies, including engineering of clinically applicable engineered vascularized tissue transplants. Whereas primary EC preparations suffer from several drawbacks including limited potential for expansion and a high likelihood for development of karyotype abnormalities, hiPSCs may provide a superior source for patient-derived ECs, enabling the production of theoretically unlimited cell numbers. Whereas expansion of undifferentiated hiPSCs is already possible in defined media in scalable suspension culture, targeted differentiation of hiPSCs under defined conditions is as yet possible only in hardly scalable 2D culture. Patsch et al. (2015) observed differentiation efficiencies between 61% and 88% for CD144 pos cells in a 2D protocol.
Certainly, such 2D differentiation protocols are generally scalable; however, scale-up of 2D differentiation culture with a total yield of 0.3 3 10 9 ECs for cellular therapy would require 17 T175 cell culture flasks with an average cell density of 1 3 10 5 cells/cm 2 .
Applying our scalable 3D suspension culture protocol, we have now observed differentiation efficiencies of up to 76.8% CD31 pos cells, which is similar to the 2D protocol reported by Patsch et al. (2015) . Although the yield of 2.4 ECs per hiPSC is low compared with 25 ECs per hiPSC, which was achieved by Patsch et al., scalability of the established culture conditions allow to generate the same amount of ECs in agitated Erlenmeyer flasks with a total volume of 600 mL, e.g., in three 500-mL Erlenmeyer flasks with a working volume of 200 mL given the linear scalability of the used culture flask, as in 17 T175 flasks, without need for further in vitro expansion of the differentiated ECs. Feasibility of further scale-up could be shown by first experiments utilizing stirred-tank bioreactors. In addition to increased culture volumes these culture vessels also allow for detailed online process control and will allow GMPcompatible culture conditions, prerequisites for conceivable future clinical applications of hiPSC-derived ECs. For molecular and functional assessment of hiPSCderived ECs, it has to be considered that the EC lineage comprises different sublineages, including ECs of large vessels and microvascular ECs, as well as arterial, venous, and lymphatic ECs. Such differences are of high relevance for modeling vascular diseases, since diseases such as artherosclerosis or pulmonary arterial hypertension do not affect arterial and venous vessels similarly. Likewise, success of drug development and cellular therapies will depend on ECs with suitable properties.
Although as yet not well understood, probably organspecific differences exist and cultured proliferative ECs substantially differ from the normally quiescent ECs lining the vessel wall. It is still widely unknown to what extent the different types of ECs retain a memory due to their specific function (Gebb and Stevens, 2004) or possess sufficient plasticity to adopt the phenotype of other EC sublineages.
Also, it is unclear whether embryonic and fetal ECs show a higher degree of plasticity than ECs in an adult individual.
As described recently (Orlova et al., 2014; Rufaihah et al., 2013) , hPSC-derived ECs express both arterial and venous EC markers. We applied high concentrations of VEGFA as described by Patsch et al. (2015) . Although it has to be considered that the biological activity of the VEGFA used in different studies (Orlova et al., 2014; Rufaihah et al., 2013) may have been different, and although we have applied even 4 times higher concentration of VEGFA than Rufaihah et al. (2013) , our data generally confirm that treatment with high concentrations of VEGFA leads to a high expression of the arterial markers NRP1 and NOTCH1. In our hands, NRP1 and NOTCH1 expression ubs10 transgenic embryonic zebrafish vasculature (red) 1 day after transplantation (E). Scale bar, 300 mm. Details of vessel with P11 hiPSC-EC (green) integration into the Tg(fli1a: mCherry-NLS) ubs10 transgenic embryonic zebrafish vasculature (red) (F-H). Scale bar, 50 mm. Quantification of integration rates of early and late hiPSC-ECs compared with early (P1, P4, and P5) and late (P14) hUVECs into the zebrafish embryonic vasculature 1 day after transplantation. Integration rates into the zebrafish vasculature were 61.9% (n = 83/134 embryos) for early hiPSC-ECs and 78.3% (n = 112/143 embryos) for late hiPSC-ECs. **p % 0.01, ***p % 0.001 (I).
was even slightly higher than in cultured primary coronary aortic ECs ( Figure 3E ). Nevertheless, the venous markers EPHB4 and NRP2 were still expressed on a similar level as in hUVECs. Our findings that arterial and venous markers are simultaneously expressed on the protein level (Figure 3F ) underline the not fully specified phenotype and a potential inherent plasticity of the generated ECs.
The functionality of the generated hiPSC-ECs was assessed applying four different assays. The classical tube-formation assay in Matrigel showed the angiogenic potential of the hiPSC-ECs, but, as it was shown that other non-ECs are also capable of network formation (Staton et al., 2009) and the hiPSC-EC networks showed less branching points compared with networks from hUVEC, we included additional assays. The ability to take up LDL represents another functional feature, also the antiviral response toward IAV was investigated in another approach.
Vascular endothelial cells can be infected by IAV and typically show an antiviral response indicated by upregulation of IFN-g, CXCL10, and ISG15. It is noteworthy that vascular EC dysfunction is a hallmark of rare severe cases of IAV infection (reviewed in Armstrong et al., 2013) , and patient-specific hiPSC-ECs should represent an excellent tool to further investigate genomic modifiers of this dysfunction. Our observations that the hiPSC-ECs showed characteristic IFN responses after infection with IAV, even with an IAV H1N1 field isolate showing a restriction of viral replication by host EC-derived IFITM3 protein (Sun et al., 2016) , open the door for future detailed investigations of inter-individual differences in EC responses to 5 cells/mL, hCBiPs2CAGeGFP) formed aggregates with increasing diameter until day 6 of differentiation (A). Flow cytometric analysis showed robust generation of CD31 pos cells on day 6 of differentiation (56.8% ± 10.5%; n = 3 independent bioreactor runs, mean ± SEM, hCBiPS2CAGeGFP) representative plot (staining, red; isotype control, gray) (B). Gene expression analysis by quantitative real-time PCR showed downregulation of pluripotency-associated markers OCT4 and NANOG, as well as upregulation of mesodermal marker (KDR) and endothelial cell markers (VEcadherin, CD31) (n = 3 independent bioreactor runs; mean ± SEM, hCBiPS2CAGeGFP) during differentiation (C). MACS-sorted CD31 pos hiPSC-ECs showed typical EC morphology in culture (D), uptake of Ac-Dil-LDL (E) after MACS separation and tube-forming assay demonstrated the angiogenic potential (F). Scale bars, 100 mm. See also Figure S4 .
IAV infection, for instance for investigating IAV-EC interactions in individuals from different genetic backgrounds and in patients with different degrees of vasculopathy during IAV infection.
Furthermore, utilization of a zebrafish xenograft model showed functional properties of the generated hiPSC-ECs in vivo. Similar to findings described by Orlova et al. (2014) , integration of hiPSC-derived ECs into the vasculature of zebrafish embryos might represent an in vivo model for human vascular diseases (Orlova et al., 2014) . Moreover, as it was already shown for models of cancer and metastasis for drug discovery (Brown et al., 2017; Tat et al., 2013) , the zebrafish model in combination with hiPSC-derived ECs might allow for investigation of specific disease underlying mutations in vivo and, more importantly, might represent a tool for drug discovery.
Since senescence is the main limiting factor for expansion of primary ECs, and the related loss of marker expression and functionality in late passages is a well-known phenomenon (Unterluggauer et al., 2007) , we investigated the expansion rate during culture and a potential loss of functionality in iPSC-ECs after extended propagation. During culture expansion, the population doubling time remained almost constant, e.g., 1.6 days in passage 2 and 1.3 days in passage 8. Remarkably, we could not detect any loss of functionality at passage 12 in terms of vascular network formation or uptake of Ac-LDL. In addition, no significant differences were observed in integration efficiency of early and late passage hiPSC-ECs in the zebrafish xenograft model, also underlining the stable phenotype of the generated and expanded hiPSC-ECs.
As extended culture of primary human ECs has also been shown to be accompanied with the appearance of chromosomal abnormalities (Corselli et al., 2008; Johnson et al., 1992; Nichols et al., 1987) , we also investigated the maintenance of genetic integrity during and after extended propagation of hiPSC-ECs.
Most karyotypic abnormalities in EC expansion cultures arise due to telomere erosion, which could be detected in ECs isolated from patients with, e.g., coronary artery disease (Ogami et al., 2004) , but also ECs from healthy donors showed a decline of telomere length with increasing age (Chang and Harley, 1995) . Telomere shortening can initiate repeated breakage-fusion-bridge cycles leading to chromosomal instability (Begus-Nahrmann et al., 2012), chromosome rearrangements (Artandi et al., 2000) , aneuploidies (Pampalona et al., 2010) , and polyploidies (Pampalona et al., 2012) , and typically leads to senescence, apoptosis, but in some cases also cancer formation. Since reprogramming restores elongation of telomeres (Agarwal et al., 2010) , we hypothesized that the risk of karyotypic changes due to telomere erosion is reduced in ECs derived from karyotypically normal hiPSCs compared with primary ECs. Consistent with published data (Corselli et al., 2008) , we detected chromosomal aberrations in all tested hUVEC and hCBEC isolations after prolonged in vitro culture (>11 passages). A loss of chromosome 13 was already observed in hCBECs in passage 5 and may have occurred independently of telomere erosion as previously suggested (Kimura et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2000) . Besides that, chromosomal aberrations could be detected also in in vitro expanded adult ECs (hPBECs and hSVECs) in up to 60% of the analyzed metaphases already at passage 5-6.
As hypothesized, the hiPSC-derived ECs showed a much higher chromosomal stability with an intact karyotype in 98% of the analyzed metaphases under similar culture conditions as the primary ECs.
Conclusion
The scalable protocol described here offers for the first time the opportunity to generate large numbers of (patient-specific) ECs which show a lower rate of chromosomal abnormalities or phenotypical alterations than primary cells after in vitro expansion. Moreover, utilizing controllable mass expansion of undifferentiated hiPSC allows generation of large hiPSC-EC numbers even without additional culture, avoiding or minimizing the risk for chromosomal aberrations or phenotypical changes after prolonged in vitro culture. Functional tests showed the applicability of the generated ECs for in vitro assays to investigate angiogenesis or cellular responses to viral infections. Furthermore, the opportunity to generate patient-specific ECs in relevant numbers for cell therapy approaches, even from adult patients, might also allow to utilize these hiPSC-ECs in regenerative approaches.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Human material was collected after approval by the local Ethics Committee and following the donor's written informed consent, or in the case of newborns, following parental consent. Handling of zebrafish was done in compliance with German and Lower Saxony state law, carefully monitored by the local authority for animal protection (LAVES, Lower Saxony, Germany; Animal protocol. 42500/1H).
Differentiation
To induce EC differentiation, hiPSC cultures hCBiPS2 (Haase et al., 2009) , hCBiPS2CAGeGFP (Merkert et al., 2014) , hHSC1285iPS2 (https://hpscreg.eu, MHHi006-A [Hartung et al., 2013] ), and hHSCSeViPS2 (https://hpscreg.eu, MHHi001-A ) were treated on day 0 with 25 ng/mL BMP4 (Bio-Techne, Minneapolis, USA) and the WNT pathway activator CHIR 90221 (7.5 mM) in N2B27 medium (Thermo Fischer Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) for 2 days without any medium exchange. From days 3 to 7, cultures were maintained in StemPro-34 medium (Thermo Fischer Scientific) supplemented with 260 ng/mL rhVEGFA 165 and 2 mM forskolin (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, USA) with daily medium exchanges.
Bioreactor Differentiation
Stirred DASbox mini-bioreactors (DASGIP/Eppendorf) were prepared as described previously (Kempf et al., 2014; Olmer et al., 2012) . Cultures were inoculated with 5 3 10 5 cells/mL in the final 120 mL culture volume. Aggregate samples were monitored by light microscopy; images were captured (Axio Vert.A1; Zeiss) and processed in AxioVision (Zeiss) to define diameter and size distribution. Mean diameters represent the arithmetic average of >25 independent aggregates.
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